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• This thesis pI'esents a study pn tlie,influence of_diffez,ent 
------
.. 




stresses in flame-cut plates 24"-x-2" lDade of A36·stee~. 
( . 
The residual 
: StI'e,ss di-agI'ams---obtained -after ---·comp-lete-_,-s-ecti-oning- and··aftez,- -S-l.icirig 
· are"':-relat~d- to the original ,.cond~tions of ~ab,ricatton and manufacturing. 
• . J • 
These··-welded-~f1ame=eut-~p1ates-~·-have--beeti-~used···a.s jaren~·plates-of---~a---~---~---.. :~:- ---- ------
? • 
• - - - - ---- - .. .JI-----.. ___ -~ • -
. ' ' 
- built-up section 24 H 428, and the streng~h of this he~vy section is 
, . , 
. .. 
analyzed. , The diffez,ences observed _in column -strength _of this _simulated 
• 
--· ------
-_· --- - -- - --· -~- - - .'.-- ·- ·--~ ---- ------
-;section 24 H 428, built-up wi'th flanges of 24" x 2"~flame-cut center-
' . 
' 
welded plates and a web of 20" x 11/2" flame-cut edge-w~lded plate, is. 
f:, . 
~ 
coITela~ed to the diffez,ent heat inpu1:s caused by the different·welding 
. param~ters. Conclusions are drawn.with respect to the effect of the 
Qifferent welding pa!'ameters on the strength of the column. 
A special investigation has been made on the different plates in 
order t.o find the variation of the mechanical properties through the 
thickness and at different locations across the 24" x 2" plates. 
• 
mechanical properties were determined by means of ·tension tests;//on the 
. / 
small size specimens. The results_are discussed and compared with the 
'\. . - - -----------~ ____________ _____.· --- --------- _ .... 
pa~tern of I'esidual stress _obtaine9- previously • 
. 
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,. Thermal stresses d~e to different sources of heat have·been 
. 
----- ---· ·-----·-· ·---'-~ 
~-----·-· .;....-..·------------~------~----------,--------------------- : .•.•••.•..••• ------- ---- -- -·--- -- -- ~-- -- -- - -- ---,c- ., -- . --- ----·. ······--· ·-··-----·--·- ------··----·----- -····--·----- -i!j--- ·--------------- ---~----'---------- -------~---- .. - -~-------- ... 
- - --· ---.----
' 
... 
·investigated both analytic~lly and ·experimen:tally_ d~ing the past 
• - . a 
• 
[~fifty years. First th~ derivati_~:r:1 ... ·.of ~~e -1:~mp~;r,~-t;~e _c:iist~~~t.iq:n __ J~ . 
., .. --····· - -- - -· -- --·-· ·;- .. -- ... -. -·---·-··-----· 
-· ________ ;. __ ~------ ..... ,.,, ... ·. ·, ____ ····- - - - ·:· ·- ~-- -- .. ' 
. - ·7-· ··- :,-
plates during welding·and cutting held the attention of several investi-
1 ..:;, ' 
· gators. (l,2) ·ifter having asswned erroneously an elastic behavior of 
• 
the format~on_ of __ ~~_$_idua.l_s:tr.esses dUP-ing-tl,le- l}roeess---ef--wel-d-i-ng·~--· .. 
---- --
dlll'i'tlg cooling after rolling, it was recognized~:,) that the residual 
stresses resulting after cooiing·were due to plastic deformations. 
Physi~al and ·aµalytical expl,anation of th~ formation of residual 
stx>esses due to dif~erent thermal effects have been develoPed more ""'\ 
(4 5 6) ~ 
rec~ntly •. , ' Much attention was paid to the existence and to the( 
... 
.I' 
· poss~ble effect of residual stress~s on the strength of structural 
member's. An importan·t ~nalytical ·and experimenta·l conuibuti~n to the 
solution of this problem and in particular of the effect on column 
strength(?) was made at Lehigh U~iversity through various research 
. I 
• 
pI'oj~cts over the past two decades. 
~------ •---- ·----· 
' . 
The scope of the s~udy, described ·in this thesis was.to investigate 
• 
. .... 
~ •...• - ~•""<t ...... 
·...;.1.r-::_·--•:•.,.- __ t..1X:,.,~,-~m--;:t~~,~~ .. u1,1~~MJ:¥ .. ~ ..... l.,:..-;L;,....,J_-.,.'.-•---· ,,-~,i;, .... •" .•. ,, .. ·.-. .,. ... __ -· .. ~/ ... : .... ·.·.~-~--· ....... · ___ ._; ___ , .••• ' ,.- .. - ·'····-·· .• ·--· .-,.--,.~'- .··.,~ .... .__, __ ., __ ,~---·'·. ·- '. ..•. ·-·· ··-·· .... '',- ,- ..... ,., •• ; .. i,~.:..;;.jJJ,..,.-v::;::~(JC)~..,.. 
-the effect of different welding parameters on the magnitude and distI'i- · · - · · .·· ··· 
--~--=: ~ _ ~:.,.~~-=--'·-~-~--------~--~- ·bution of residual stresses. The experiments were carried out on 6 ._,,,,.._.-·~. ··-.-~- .,~_- ........ -~.-=. _· ·_; ___ : ... -· 
. , 
. ,. ........... - .. 
--·-- -
. . ' 
- . " 
-
'. 
flame-cut plates 24" x 2" and one flame-cut plate 20" x i 1-/2" made of 
A36 steel. The welding parameters were chosen to meet certain r~quire-
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·_· .. ·and the variations of the parameters. were adopted such that·· they stayed 
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• 
• within the limits of variation inherent to\any fabrication process; and 
. ,. 
' . 
-·- . . - . - ' --- -- -
foI' which the influence of weldi~g conditions would 1;>~ of consi4erable 
c 
, ..... 
- - ·-· -
----,- __ ,_·_ '•.-- --·- ------·-·-- ----
inteI'est. However·, one_ pl~te was kept ''as-ma~ufacttired" ··for the pllrpot:ie -~ ·-
-'e ff 
of comparison, and another was ann~aled. The main reason for this 
~- ·-------·-·--·· ·----
' .. - . ' ,( 
procedure-was to investigate -if the heat-treating process_ would lead 
- -; ... - - -~. - - •-:--
to a significant reduction of the magnitude of the ·re.sidual. stresses • 
. 
_ A ~tress relieving process by thennal trea~en,t may b_~· of particulaI:' 
·interest-in certain cases. 
• 
...,. 
The second aspect was to investigate the influence of the welding 
. 
·conditions on the strength of a .s~~ulated welded section built-up from 
.... ;. 
the·investigated plates. It has already been shown(g) that the residual 
stress distribution obtained for a welded section is more or less the 
same as it would be for individua~ parent plates composing the section. 
' 
The strengt~ of structural members ·can be predicted, knowing the magni- --
. 
tude and the distribution of residual stress in i11dividual welded plates. 
. . 
This aspect of the inve$tigation is of considerable interest. Nowadays 
.. 
heavy welded columns of different shapes are being used to.an increasing 
.. 
extent in steel structures, and for tech~ical and econo~ical reasons 
- u 
i:. 'IMllfi•hrni&w.~"';'·column tests cannot be performed on such heavy sections -as. was done in·~-,;,,.-•.••-- c· 
' . 
.. - .---.·-·--·-·'~·· ~--.-.....----, ,·--,----- ,._,- - the past with lighter sections. Little information has been available .. 
- . ' 
I • 
. 
on residual s):ress and the strength of heavy columns and in spite of the 
• 
intensive utilization of these heavy shapes in construction, the design 
recommendations devel-0ped for light and medium shapes are nevertheless 
-------
• 
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mechanical propeI"ties of the heat-affected par>ent mateI"ial and the weld 
) j 
.~ 
· material,- this has lead to a great uncertainty- as to how ··residual 
stres~es call e~ceed the yield_ point of the non· h~at-affec-i:ed par>ell): 
.J ' 
.. 
I -• - -
.. . 
material. The third part of the · thesiS desct1ibes the investigation 
\' . 
On_the Val'iation of_mechanical propeI'ties through the thickness and 
across 
:\ _.,, : . 
p 
several flame-_cut- centez,-welded plates. 
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. - 2 •. RESIDUAL STRESS·SPECIMENS PREPARATION, 
. . . --: . 
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·· · ·· · · · ___ -~· __ , · concerned with the study of the magnitude and 'distr'i.1},ution of · (\. 
• • 
- -- ' 111 
. ' 
-'- - - - __: - . 
-




. relating tlris phase of ·the invest'-igat~on towards ·the· strength of ·the · 




· -.. · · . . 1be manufacture- an~- fabPiea-~io"n--of.~.the -thick flame,2-cut and .-\1I1i~ersal.;. ------·- --·-- ----· ------- -- - - -----:--:--------·- - -- -:----- ---- ---- - - . -
,:Y 
mill plates made of A36 steel were observed.· Infonnation col_lected .... 
-
during the manufacture and fabrication of the~~test· specimens, . starting 
~ 
. . frQm the rolling o~ the compo~ent plates and up. to the final welding or 




This phase· of·the investigation ~s co1:1cerned mainly with 24" x 2" 
and 20" x 1 .1/2" A36 flame-cut plates. The six specimens of 24" x 2". ,: 
flame-cut plates, see Fig. 1, wer~ reduced to the required sizes by 
simultaneously flame-cutting both·longi~udinal edges of a 26" x 2" 
universal-mill plate. The 20" x 1 1/2" flame-cut plate -was obtained ·by•J 
flame-cutting the edges of a 22" x 11/2" universal-mill plate. The t 
• 





' - • ,. • • 
• 
• • - - -1 -•·-:co-· cc·-_...-r..a...-.,...-'9'.'C.l'Ll& !. 
-... ;rn,;=:t,,c· ..,--"- · "-"·~-=-"' =---.. ~u=c"-·burn both edges at the same time. Air. burning tips ( #3, style 263) were 
·~ · .. ·---~-· ·_. used with propane fuel at 316 -psi and oxygen at 55 psi. The flame- - - ,. ••... ,<c •• -_ '~~::.:::.:.::...--_:.:.:. ~. 
~-"--- ··--· ·-·.. . . 
(, 
' ' 
'i ' . 
'. 
·- i - "."' i: '. 
. cutting speed was set on this burning machine at 10 ipm. 'Tempe.rature 
• ,,.,.. 
measurements were taken by drawing lines on the plate surface with 
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;· 0 ~ 
' .. / 
' / ·. ' 
... 
',, 
·.~.: ·~.~ :distributioii-·across the.width:: .. can be·.foUl)din ~ef. 10. ·rive 24" x·2n 
.. • . . . •· -· ·-~----· --·--·-···-·· ---------.. ---···----~-~ --: ~'f;:·-~--~-=--:_ . ··-:::··-==:.==~-:;::-;:::·:~~::-:-.-:=::::..-.~·:-::---:. ~.:7!-~---- ... o ·:-·-·':.· ::-:::::;-:··-·· ····,:=-:=:--, ,c =:=-- .. -:::::~-=~-----. ·-:--·-·-:::-:··:···----=-~:-, · .. --::.: ·; ·,: .. ,--.c=cc::.'...:... __ :cc: 
.__ ·- • -- _ _. _, __ c_ ·-:.-:---=~~--:--------- 'test .specim~ns ' were set . apart from th)i same parent pl~te as . shown 'in . 
/ 
-- . -• -- . --- ·--.' ·-· ---~ ... -
-- Pig. 1, and the ·sixth· specimen w~s taken · from another flame~cut plate:. .: .· 
C 
. . . 
• "1'~/L~:oj-i'---. • Identical manufacturing condit.ions ,.were used for all parent piates· in · .. 
', I~. ~ • • / 
- ./ 
. , , 
·., .. · , . . . 




. . '. . . 
' 
- . / .. 
' ~ 
. ' 
. ' . ' 
· · the parent plates . were . sampled from the same heat and sub-jected to the · · . . J ' 
, 
same rolling conditions and the same rolling·procedures in order to 
r 
minimize the ef·fect · of· di.ffer,ent lots upon· the. mechanical properties. 
- • •'-.- ::- T•--.·-. . (.._.., 
This objective was essentially fulfilled, and.only very small differences· -
' . 




' sizes. ·· This .is illustrated in .the mill _test report shown in the .tab.le 1.· 
. ,,~ .. ~ ,,, 
A previous study has sh9wn ,that ~the.variation of the magnitude and the 
distribution of residual stresses within -the material from one lot is 
·, relatively small, but somewhat larger.variation·may exist between 
residual stress patterns from different lots.<7) 
. Figure 1 indicates that the residual ·stress· specimens were located 
at ·the centeI' of each plate specimen. For ·technical rea·sons the plate 
specimens were cut from the parent plate by flame-cutting. Except at 







...... -..... -··-»-.-·--·---·_.~-.... $tra.ightening. effects. is amall •. - . Therefore the- residual stress spe·cimen"·~-.. ~··'i'P=~~~-
- - --·- .• ..,.__~------· . 
was taken from the center part of the plate in_ 6??4~r to eliminate the end~----·" _______ _ -·-· . -·· --·--·-. ·----- ·-·- .-~- ~ .. - __ , ·- - .. . . - . 
-·- ------·----·-----· "-------------~·-
' 






· Some · ·of the plate specimens were center-welded, and when the elec-
... 
. 
trode reached the center part of the plate specimen the thermal state f ' ·'• . ,, 
I 
-
• I \ . ' 
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. · . . I'esidual s~resses due to . ~he welding was ezj,ected . in this Part. ~~~/ .- --~ 
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· assumption has been always satisfactorily observed.by dif£erent 
experimenters.< 1; 4 , 7> . . · . : - . . .. / 
- . . 
-----. - . - . . . . -·---- - ' .-
--- 1 
/ 
-· '' ;·. - . -- ··- --· ... -.... --- -· --- - -
. - . 
----
- I . 
~he plat~ _specimens~designate<! CW-1, CW-2, .CW-3, cw~4, ,9W.-5 _(CW foz, 
- .-- :·center-welded, and AM. ·for as..;..manufacturedl were prep)red to conta~n the ___ _ 
I· ..• , • , 
. 1 .. ·- ----~--· ..... -
. -·------··----·-- ." -~· 
·,. 
··~ 




welds. For all these specimens, two V-shaped grooves identical to those .._ _ 
I 
shown in the detai,,,~ A of ·rig. 1 were made. The weld~ were deposited by 
-- - ·-._- .a semi-a~tomatic welding· mach~ine Linqoln ML-2 1/2. ·. :The type of elecuode .. ,. 
• 
... _ conformed to the AWS class E;· 7018. · Table 2 shows 'the mechanical 
(· properties .'of the as-welded electrode as required by the. AWS speci.fi- . 
a • ., 
'-
,·-~, cations AW- 5.1~64T. The shielding· was accomplished by enveloping the _ _,,; 
. 
~ ' , 
.. aI'C created between the pl~!~ and the .e.~e~trode"' of 5/32" diameter wi;re ____ ~-~--.. ____ :_ 
···· with a granular 78b flt& type. The details conc_erning the welding 
pa!'ameters are discussed furthez, in Section 3.1. In order to delete 
' t~e ef~. ect of the cold bending \o~ the distribution a.nd magnitude _of the 
z,esidual stl'ess, no straighteni~g of the plat·es at any stage of the 
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S.l Welding Parameters 
\l 
• 
'I' - -· 
·rive- plate specimens of 24" x 2" ~ welded w~tlt. d_iffeI'ent welding 
• 
.. -- ---- paI'ameteI'S as desc:ribed iti table 3 W~r~. \l~~d in this investigation;._ 
One plate 24": x 2" was -left ~welded, in o~deI' t-o give the initial 
. 
. . " 
··.-. ~· ·-·-~.- ·-- .. ,- . 
--·--- .. ··- -·-·----·-· - ·--··---· --------·--·- .. ··. 
. . .. 
condition of distribution·and :magnitude of·residual stress. A flame-cut 
-- ---·-----·~·-- - --- -- ·--~- --- -~-- --·---- ~ -- -- ---·- ---------------·-------· --
plate 20" -x 1 1/2'·' was included in this study.. The results of the 
., 
~ 
· residual stress measurements are needed for.the investigation of the 
' 
column behavior of a simula~ed built-up s·ection. 
The different welding paI'ameteI's involved are the :following: 
• 
- - : ; -
\ 
- Number of passes.and speed of welding, 
- Temperature of pre-beating, 
- Effect of a local and uniform pre-heating, 
- Effect of a post-heating. 
. . 
' The above listed w~lding parameters were prepared.in cooperation 







. welding parameters on the magnitude and distribution of the residuai -
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stress, it was endeavored to keep the material properties similar for all 
plate specimens, by the observation.of the same mapufactux,ing and fabri-, 
cation conditions; in particular, the welds in each plate speqimen were 
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· The specimen _CW-1 was selected to conf9rm to the requirements ·.o~· f 











' -·-----·· ..... 
-r . 
' . '*' ... : -. 
r . 
may have --appeared in the case of __ a different number of passes, whereas 
CW-3 was proposed to study the effect of a higher pre-heating te~per-
" ature on the magnitude of residual stress. The .. influence of a local . 
p:Pe-heating at.--a temperat-ur-e .. of· 4P-OOF., _in the- vi-cinity -or· ·the grooves·~ 
ls giVen by the sp'eCilllen Cw-4. The specimen CW-5 was stres~ relieved 
'/ ~ ) by· heat treating. - The specimen CW-5 was brought to a · temperature of 
·- -·· . . : ..... · - . 




was cooled down in the furnace at a temperature of 600°F. Finally the 
specimen reached· ~oom temperature by air cooling. .,.. 
The Cl'iteria which guided the choice were to stay as close as 
possible to practical welding conditions; in particular, the temperature 
of pre-heating was selected .in terJI}s of an economical criterion. The 
specimen CW-5 was include~ in this inv~stigation to study whether the 
. ' 
stress-relieving by heat-treatment reduces subsequently the magnitµd~ 
. -of the residual stress, · and to investigate if an appreciable change of 
• 





The data recorded from the condition of fabrication at the plant.are, 
,. .. .,c ............. ._ ..... - .• ~. - - •. -- • ----
..... _. .... ,c; ..... -,..-,=··"·==-=--nn:a~--..--=contairied in data ·sheets No. 1 to No. 5. The temperature of pre-heating 





_./ as· shown in Fig. 2. Slight modifications appear b~tween the s·election 
of welding conditions as expressed in Table 1 and.the technical working 
• 
. . 
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• • 
higher temperatllI'e than any otheI' part Qf the __ p_late dtw.ing. the . t 
~- ' . 
r·-
- - •- --·-- -- ~-- - ~- -• -~- - -• - -- -· - ---- - - -- • -- --· -- ••·------------------- ' ' 
-·-·-·«----···-----------------, -·- . . .. --· ---- . -- . ' 













-. ,. ,.. 
' 
- ·---·- - -- - "-· -- ··- --- -·-· -·. -
· · · · ~. • -c - ·· • p~:..heating •. ·Figure 3 illustrates the typi.cal set-up fol' pre-heating. 
(" 
I . ~ 
/~he maximum·temperature observed was soor. The drastic.condition imposed. 
-· in the theoreti.cal choie~ in the case 'of a local p:I'e-heating wa_s not .c:: 
.. 
· possible to realize in practice. -The edges of t~e plate specimen were 
. . 
. 
·.··.--·-; ... ··· 
---_ --I 
· · a.t · ·a· temperat-ut'e ·of-;.1:soor and the' ··gradient-."-·of :teinper.at~e- bei:w~~;--th~ · · ·· · ·-· · 
' 
So,. 
edges and the center part of the plate was not as severe as expected, 
' " due to the thermal transmission properties of the steel. In case of· the 
-- __ ,_;" ___ ------- -- --- . -- - '-- -· - -··- -. . -- - ·----, -- --· - -·--:;._.:._________ -- - - -- ·--'-- -·· . 
t 
·'. 
. :plate specimen CW-2 the speed .of welding was ·set· up higher than proposed 
to satisfy the · technical restraint of the aut.omatic welding machine. 
"""' .• 
-3.2 Nature .of Residual Stresses ,· 
The welded sp~cimens were not free of ~esidual stresses prior to 
~elding. The study is intended to show also the v~iation of the 
strength under different welding conditions, and thus consideration 
' -
·' 
mus~ be given .to residual stresses existing in the paI'ent plates before / 
. 
welding. Residual stl'esses are initiat~d in the material during the 
'\.,, .... 
. 
. . different stages of manufacture and fabrication conditions. -i>rioX' to 
' 
. 
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,..'...~------- .. -- - - - -
-------.--- t'esidual · stress. 
•- ·-- ··- -- . - -- ---- ~--- ·---·-· ,~ ~. 
• 
__, 
,._,. I ., ,- --•----~-------------.-- . 
First the plates wei'e·rolled to the required sizes of 26" x 2", and 
the resulting residual.stresses were due to the cooling after the hot 
rolling. No measurements were ma.de on this plate 26" x 2" ~. but to give 
an idea of the magnitude and the distribution of residual stresses afte~ 
\. 
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· .. _ tQiS 'first .operat.ion, results -of measurem~nt· made on a··- 2411 . X 2".· plate 
,, -
-------'-----'---- ·-..-----.----------~---·-···--·~"··-----·----· .----------.. ·--·-- ---···· --- ----- .... ___ ··--·-·· .. -·--··· ----------- " - - - - .. - .. .. - ··-··---. -·-------·-- . -- - -- --------------------·-·-----·-------·--------------·-·----------- ------ ----- --------------------------------------·---------- ----
. ---- ""of A3·6 -steel, _ which belong to ·the·· same _ series of plates ~rdered fol' th~ --- -- ----- --- --. -· --·~ - . . ·'· 
/J-
""• ·- .. , . ., . . - .. • ~r . 
project for use in a different phas~, is shown in Fig. 4. The edges -
.... .. .. 
show compPess-ive ref3idual stresses with a- mclXimum-of-----20 ksi, which_ are 
b·alanced in the center part of the. plate by tensile resid-ual ~tresses, 
l , whose maximum is +10 .ksi. 
L- ...... ----· -- - • - -- " - ...... -- " . - --• . - . . ·."-.--·!_,°'.' .... .. -- --! ' .. _ :·.·"·-· --- --· 
- .l·. 
. ·········· -······· .;. ' .. ····-·· ... -· ' .......... -, --,• ... ·-·· ----, - . 
, 
Next, the flame-cutting oper-ation reduces the sizes of. the universal-
·.,' .,. 
• 
- .... . , 
.. mill ijlate to a 24" x 2" flame~cut plate, the resulting pattern of 




.. ··- ·--- -· - -· ·---- ~·,---- --- . ---- -- , --·- --- --'- -
- -
·-· .-~ --·· ... _. - - -· 
residual stresses is· indicated in Fig. 5. - It can be seen that the 
previous distribution of residual stresses has been completely changed 
'- . 
. by the flame cutting procedure. The edges are now in tension· due to th,;f -
heat input, (as a general rule the pal't of the plate cooling most slowly 
will be left in residual tension), whereas the center part of the plate 
• • • is now in compression .• ,r 
Qnly these_ two types of z,esi4ual stresses existed in the'-p:iate pz,ioI' 
to -welding. Special care was brought. t.o the fabrication operations in 
order not to include.any other stresses due to cold-bending or any 
processes of cold-straightening. The distribution and the magnitude of 
.. 
residual stresses as reported in Fig. 5 can be assumed identical for all 
., 
. ·, 
, •. ,,_ 1 -_·.'.t·.·.,.:<.'":'r:7:f".~t"Tt~---El"lil~r,-:r'l!'..:.','S:-fl.·,,.i -__ •.. ,, .. ' / . , ·.--.,_. ,.1. •• ,,., •. ,,.·,.·,·,·.··,. ~''·· ~., •• : •• ·i.,:.:• ·.' ·, ;,._., - , . ;. • , ....• , •. ,, .•. .,,. ...... ,-.J .• -.. ~ ...... ,.-n:.t:.J1«11U.:3N1~·~.;;,.-,,;11:, .•.• 
· flame-cut S}?-e'cimen~ concerned in this study. The assumption made ea+'lier 
-·--' ..... :.:....~.<:- -_------···'·: ·~.:that the distribution----Of- --COOl-ing ·stresses and flame-cutting ~t~~sses is~. 
- . - -· -- ·-
uniform for all residual stresses specimens prior ~o welding, seems to 
~ be reasonable because of the care in observing the same manufacture and 
f. ab • • ,. . . • . (ll) · r1cat1on procedures for all specimens. 
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____ ·· __ 3.3 Results of Residual Stresses Measurement 
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. ing method des~ibed elsewhe:t'e • ( 12) Only longitudinal st:t'esses have . 
~been mea$urea~, because of the·i'.I' pvevai,~ing ~ffect on -the load carI'ying _ -- -
< 
capacity of steel columns.. First, the _ resi_dual _ stress specimen -was cut -
... -·-- -- .. - ··- -· --- ··-··· --- --~-- ----------





... ,. ... - - ... - . - -···-- . 
. ······into~lements of different t}iiCkileSS~ependin~ _'1:pon_t~e ·st:t'ess gradient .... -----~/---· 
--~ 
expected. Froin this procedure, refer!'ed as the complete sectioning, the 
.. 
magnitude and distribution of residual stI'esses on the · large surf ace of , --
-- ·--·. -· - -
the plates was determined. Figures 5 through 11 present, fon each plate 
specimen, the Z'esults of the measur,ements, and also the sectioning detail. 
. 
-
-Then, the isostress diagrams as presented in Figs. 12 through 16· have 
been obtained from the superimposition of~e residual stresses after 
sectioning~ and the Z'esidual stresses variation acI'oss an element 
dete:t'Illined by· slicing the· element into small st:t'ips. ( 13 ) -In the pa!'t of 
.. -- . the plate affected by a local heat input such as produced by a flame-
cutting or a welding operation, the variation of longitudinal !'esidual 
stresses across the thickness of the· plate was experimentally found very 
important. During the investig~tion.the s~resses released by the slicing -
procedure have been observed to vary between +6 ksi at the edges and -5 ksi 
' 
• 
at the center part of the thickness of the plate . fo~ an element locc1te~ .. -........ ,, ... ~-.~==d~,.,c, . 
' •• ' • ~· 
• • ' • 
---
- "< 
at the flame-cut edges and between +9 ksi at the edge and -7 ksi at the 
_-_--·--
0
~-:-:;------ -- - mid-thickness of the plate for a strip containing the weld. In the part 
. 
• 
• of the plate not drastically influenced ~y the external heat input, the 
... 
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These r~sults have been incorporated into this . 
study to ·see-. the· effect of th:e we-lding upon the magnitude aµd the 
.. 
- -- -
-- --•- ~ --- --~---- ----M- •• • --- •- - -- •·•••••• .... '"" • 
distri}?~tion ·of' retiicl.uai . stresses of two plates Qf saJJle;~.~dimens·ion but 
~~--- ~-~-~-... -
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• 'JI ....... r-· 
with different manufacturing procedure, that is, -universal-:mill. or 
' 
flame cut-~plates. As pointed out previously, the pattern of residual 
-------··-----







stl'esses in a .universal-mill plate, Fig. 4, and in a flame-cut plate 
· Fig. S, · diffeI's considerably. The puppose · of this compal'ison is to find 
. ... 




as any influence·on the magnitude of the maximum ten~ile residual stress 
due\to th~ welding. 
· Table 4 surranarizes the m~de · of residual stresses for the ... 
• 
·different plate specimens investigated. Specimens UM-1 and UM-2 
referring to Figs. 4 and 11 ar-e included. The data which are summarized 
in this table give information about.the level of residual stresses at 
·--
the .edges and at the weld location of the plates, where the highest 
. 
. 
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3-~4 Discussion of the Results 
Different patterns of residual stress have ~!ready existed in the 
. 
, . pla:te specimens prior to welding, and these are knovrn. · First, there are . 
.. the residual s-tresses which remain after cooling from the rolling, on 
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Fig. 5 .can be assumed for all plate specimens_ befo?'e welding. -, · 
-
-~ \ . 
During _the ,welding ope~~tion, thel\e arae two heat in:puts , , which 
I 
explain the modification in magnitude and pattern o~ residual stresses; 
-- that:is, 1:h·e:·heat .input ·due to the pre~h~ating .OJ:' p-bst-~b~ating, and tbe-: 
'\- -
- --- - - . ----- -~------~-- - -'\ - - - -- ---------~--·~-----~ ~--~ ~--,·----~------- --- - ' ~--
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- ----- --The -SYllfflletey-:-:_ebs-eFved-- in~ -the---d-istrib-ut-ion-or--!'esid-ual---- stre-sses--i-n- t-he---_ ------ ----~-
' ,. flame-cut plate, Fig. 5, is explained by the fact that_ the flame-cut 
r 
edges _ have been burnt simultaneously. Furthermo?:'e, both. surfaces of the ... 
flame-cut plate have an almost identical magnitude and distribution of ~ -
' 
~esidual stresses, whi~h seems to indicate that the 2 inch thickness of 
the plate is not imporatant enough to show quantitative discrepancies ~ 
between both patterns of residual ·stresses. In other wopds, with this· 
experimental result in mind and for a first approximation, the 
' t 
analytical problem of temperature. distribution in a ·flame-cut plate can 
be also considered as a two~dimensional problem, in which the heat input 
. . 
. /-per ·unit thickness is constant. The non-symmetrical pat~ern of residual 
stresses after welding, see Figs. 6 up to 9, is due to the sequence of 
.. 
,. 
_,_ .-c ..... ,., .... .,~~~~-,,a~:-~~ ... -.:~~"~:._.~~eld. passes adopted-. - -In addition -to the· weld regions· where -a major-·-:-~-·-~--=~·..;.,.·~~-:--~~, ... ,., .. · 




modification in magnitude and distribution of residual stresses occurs, 
changes take place also at the edges of the plate under the double 
" . . . 
influence of the pre~heating and of the heat transmission effect during 
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When compal\i~g'Fig. 11 with rigs. 6., 7, 8, 9 together it·can be·· 
. pointed out that whatever the pre-heating and welding condition, and 
.· l(bateve~ ... tbe. patt&PI1-0f· residua·l :.stresses prior to welding, the ten~ile 
..,. 
-------------.---·-··-
--·-····-----~---s~r.~§s __ .in-~he~--we'id 10ateriar· reaches toe. yield point of· this mate'I'ial. 
The p'I'evious observation~is also-clearly shown,_by comparing the minimum 







-----··---- -------------0---·-requirement· of the .yieid. stressr-of· the as-welded electrode ·material . ..., 
E7018 indicated in· Table 2 with the maximum tensile stresses g?-y~n_ j.!). _______ "·--:----· . 
lines 5 and :5 of Table 4. · 
·' 
·.-·: Due to the high ~adient of cooling _temperature in the vicinity of 
. 
,a local hea~·input, such as flame~cutting ·or welding the mechanical 
p~operties of the parent material will change. The tensile residual 
· stresses in the parent-material, resulting from a heat source, exhibit 
I a higher yield stress than that of the non-heat-affected parent material • 
. ,Th~s fact app·ears more clearly in· Figs._ 12 through 16 than in Table 4 
-· 
• 
whi~h did not include the residual stress variation tprough the thickness-. 
of the plate which is obtained by the slicing procedure a~ explained 
. 
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. The residual., stresses in the· surface 'Which is welded under-goes a ·- ---;- ------ .. 




... . ,• 
--ma:joI' modification co~pared' with the initial pattern exis~ing prior to 





.~ : welding is found to be nearly 10 ksi, which is substantially greater · 
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greater penetl'ation of the weld is due· to the lowe?\ speed of welding. 
-
- _ .. -·----- - . ---- -
--- - ------ - -- ---- - --
. 
- -··--····- -· --- --
- ···- ··--- --· - -
- -· ------·---·-·---~----~---- \._,,,, . 
~he specimen ·cw-3, pre:-heated at 4ooor, does not show a .. signifi-
cant m~~if ication of thee ma~.i_tude i3Iid · distributio11 of r~!Q,~~'.L __ · ------~-=--',-------
' . stresses, comp,ared to the specimen CW-1, (Fig. 15 a~d Fig. 1,3). The· 
~ 
. I'ai~ing of the pre,;_heating tempet'ature from· ,200°F to· 14:000F does not 
---·-·. -~.. - " .... 
--- -- - .. ··--· -----·- ·-· - .. . ... --- --- •· . --- ·- - ---- - -· 
-· --, ·- -- p~ovide a I'eal. benefit- as- ·far·-·as the rnagrii tude and distribution of C, 
,. 
r 
I'esiduaJ: st~esses is concerned • 
-The heat-treated specimen CW-5, Fig. 10, which has been annealed, 
has I'esidual stl'esses of s'-'ch small magnitude, that the sectioning 
method used is not suffici~ntly accurate to be sure that the pattern 
shown in Fig. 10 is· valid since the magnitudes are of th~ same va1ue as 
the-possible erre>l's of measurement. 
The differences opserved in.the residual stresses diagrams for 
-





. ~ I'espectively, but the influence of the welding condition will be 
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EFFECT OF WELDING PARAMETERS ON THE STRENGTH 
~-.,....-_.-,..,_'I'.__...,......_ .• ~~---~---'"-
'' . OF A. SIMULATED BUILT-UP SECTION 24H428 · · --- . -,,·: ....... - -·-··- ~- ----- - - -,--~·--- -- ·----- - -
., .. r. 
- -·· - -·- ... _ ~ -·-- --~·--· "---'- --~ -- - :.__._ -




1------------=---~--~-----------··-··--"~·· ·--· ........... - ..... --~-- ~~-~------------ - --------·----------- -4 -~--··-·-·----·-----.. -----· ----------4.1 Intl'oduction 
,. Since the recognition of.· the -imp~rtance of ~the effect··of l"esidual 
.. s~~sses an -compression ~embers, a ~eat deal of research bas.been 
---------------,-..'~---~--------·---·-----· 
. 
spelft on . the strength of structural members, both experimentally . and 
';1 •• 
analytically. · Based upon the concept of the tangent mo~ulus load and .. 
--~ . .. .... the--- theoretical -Ul tima:te __str__eligth_analysis.~ ... a_.~ignificant __contitlbut~on -~---------~-
foI' predicting the load carrying capacity of rolled se,citions was do~e 
.in the. past. MoI'e recently, the ~ame approaches have been. used' successJ.· 
- . - · , . - . . - ( 15. "16 )- ..' 
. fully for predictj.ng the strength of· the welded bui;lt-up columns. _ '
~ ' I • 
.{ _;.. 
However the p_roble·m is more complex,. and more .involved than the dete?'-
. ~ ;r 
mination of the strength of rolled sections, be~ause- of the great number 
•. 
l 
of pal"ameters implied.· .. 
- Manufacture of the section. (universal-mill, o?' flame-cut plates), 
; 




- Geometry of the component plates, ..,. 
•' 
- Welding conditions, 
!._, ~ Type of steel.· 
..... 
. 
~• .. . .. ·-------·---·-.. -·---~- -·----~--- - __ .... --
- 4 --- .·---·--- ... '.. -~-·- '';'-·~------.... ,.a--=__. ___ , .---.... ,-.. --·-·-·--·-----...... ·- •• - ·-:-.......-------"'""--·:· .. -~-~- .... ...,. ...... -: .. ---. 
.... -
. -h·~---~ --···-----·- - -·. 
. .. _ -~-- ----, -- - ~-- - - "! ~· 
· · --·-- --·----- · - · In the past, ·a. rather good agreement has been .found exper~tnentally 
. - ,_ . . . - - . ' 
·:·---~=~~~~--=--· .-· between predictions by the tangent modulus concept and tests results. (lS) 
. ' . 
.-.1:~.-; .. '.-----
As discussed below, the·~ecessary simplifications introduced by the 
... 
theoretical concept of composing the section from separate plates doe~ 
,. 
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·-
• .,,J-.• 
parameters was aLmc1jo!' plII'pose. of this investigation. Theref9re, this_ 
I 
- ~ 
· investigat.ion studie9 the -tangent modul':ls load-carrying· capacity of the 
.. 
'~~ --···---.=-:........:...:..=__--·-···· -·-:-·_-_---.----.---- . ..c--;;..._;_.:...·.;_____.c_ __ • ______ . -·----· -~~~-·-· -
-~ 





simu·lated ~lame~cut weldea··-·column ~4Ji428, built-up with 'different 
investigated center~welded plates. 
. ' 
... 
••• ·-··-- --··· -·-·· !.. •• -· ~- ...••• ·--· -----.--···--· 
.. - . 
.. 
- -·-·-· -- -· -- -
- •- - .... 
_-_ - ... -·- .:. _: · ___ -· -·---· -· ~- ·- -· --,-- .. _. - .. - ~------'-----· - --·· --·· -- -- ---- -· .-· ... ..: _____ -__ ._ - ·-------- ---·--··--····-·---~ 
·-
... ·-· --· - - --- -- -
·1ntensi ve testing on heavy welded columns can be performed only at 
-
. 
. great expense, and .findings established• in the past have to·-oe _taken 
------ - ----
,~-. ---------in"to ··consfderation. - Exten-sive--experimental investigations of ~esidual ,. 
.. . 
stl'esses distribution in rolled and welded built~up section have been 
• 
· cs 1s·11) conducted_ by different investigators. From their studies ', , it · 
has been found that a weltled built-up shape may be considered separately. 
- ; 




plates, as well as the heat inputs, are nearly the same. As a first 
. 
. 
step, from the knowledge of the residual stress distribution in the 
.component welded plates, the complete pattern of residual stresses in a 
built-up section may be -deduced, see -Fig. ~7. With this as basis, the 
residual stress distribution and magnitude in the structural shape 'is 
. used in the prediction of its behavior under compressive load~ .. 
.)·. ' 
Such an approach has been rused here· to ~tu_dy ".the ~ffect of __ the _______________ - ~---- __ 
- •'· --- < <-.-~'" ..... -~ --~-_..._ •.. ..._.___. -,~ __ ..., __ --- .•. -··-~-~---------·--·-··---·------·~· ··- ..... ,., - ·---·-····- . -· ----- - . 
.. 
welding parameters on the strength of a welded built~up section 24H428, 




· see Fig. ·17. This shape was· simulated from the different ,plate specimens 
mentioned above. This welded section built-up from 2 flanges of 24" x 2" 
and a~. web···of 20" x 1 1/2", was succe~siv~ly composed from the separate 
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patterns-were d~scussed eaI'lie:t' in Sect. s·. ,The reason __ for selecting 
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. . ~ . 
~- . 
for, the parent plates --~h~l!l~-~!y~s and_ t'lJ.~, .. corresponding _weldf;!d_ sectiQP. ___ :_~~-~----- ____ ,_ __ ----- --- - - --=.c-=.=· --- . ~ -- --- . -- -~-
·-·-- - .. .. .... . . --- -
. Q . 
r~ <> - - --- - -- -------, 
.. 
can be.made later. ' 
. -· - - .. . ... -·-
No meas\JI\em~nt on the simulated edge~weided plate ~OI'Z'esponding to. 
• 
·. · the web of _the 24Hl.J.28 shape has been perfol'med. A plate supplied with' 
- ' . . 
. . 
such welding preparation was not incl~ded in .the research project 
. . 
material. F~gures 18 and 19 present. th~ ~esults of the procedure which 
~ , 
-bas been followed to· dete~in~ the distribution and magnitude of resi- . 
dual stresses··· From the. exp~imental: p~ttern of the initia:i(- stZ'esses. -
existing in· a flame-cut plate 20" x 1 1/2" , Fig. 18a, the resid.ual 
stress.modification created by the welds deposited at the four edges of·· 
I 
.J • ~'. .. 
the plate has been computed, and compared with the experimental results 
available for a similar edge-welded flame-cut plate 9" x 11/211 .(lB) 
~e temperat~e distribution has been evaluated from ·the 'study made by 





, .... ,. '"l 
··,;: 
.""\," ..... which gives a good agreement with the result experimentally found for 
... 
- · ·: the plate 9" x 1 1/2". In other words 85% of the heat generated is 
effective in causing thermal.stresses in the plate 20" x 11/2" in ordeI' 
·to obtain values compat'able to those found experimentally .• · 'Tlie 0thers ·-.. ·---· · 
variables, amperage, voltage~ speed of welding were taken ft,om p?'iOI' , --- ....:.-- ~":~ ·· 
' 
~xperience, (lO) the ther·mal properties of the plate were adopteQ as to 
. ~ 
' . 
·those suggested in Ref. 17. Figure 19 shows the residual stress distI'i-
. 
bution assumed in the web plate, and developed from the results· of 
• ·., . • 
• 
. ,,. ' 
'1 
.. . . . 
~-
!,.· 
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Fig. ,l~b by ·adding· th~ residual stresses· due to ~slicing, ·as -obt~in~d 
' 
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' . . • . 
··1 S'J . . residqal st:ttesse·~ distribution, _and material prope:t>ties discussed -) .. 
·-
above._ Two sets of non dimensianalized tangent modulus column·curves 
{ P /Py versus ); ) have be~n computed for both axes of the ~imulatE!d 
sect-ion. ·The first set of Cl:ll'Ves coITespond to the average of c, I' _for 
. 
, the magnitude and distribution measurements of both surfaces of the 




. . • • 
_the second :set of curves was compu~ed for tqe actual variation of 
·residual stresses through the section of the plate as-in~icated by the 
. 
Figs. 13 thI'Ough 16. 
. . ·:,,. 
I 
• The numerical computation was· accomplished .by div.iding the section 
. -- ·-.. -
' ' 
-into a numbeI' of finite area meshes,, Fig. - 20. The computation, was based 
upon the following assumptions: 
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respect to both axes. The experimental res~dual stresses 
< 
• 
· diagrams v1ere replaced by a symmetrical one obtained by 
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4.2 Analysis of Results 
. 
-
-A comparis9n between Figs. 21 anp. 22, or 23 and·· 24 indicates that · 
the influefice of pes-.idual stres--s. i·s--mo1 ... ~ pronounc-e-d- for--·colmnns ·bent· ----_---- · -- , __ _ ~ 
. • 
. t I 
in the weak axis·, than .. in _the strong 
. ./fi:.om theoretical ·predi~ions • ( 19 ) 
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variation due to effect of -the ·welding ___ conditions is discernible in the 
tangent modulus curves with respect to the strong axis bending. The 
\ . . 
. 
. greatest difference in magnitude of residual str~sses in component 
plates occurs mainly at the edges of the. plate, and thus their 
influences upon.the tangent.modulus load with respect to the strong 
. 
· axis bending a:re-- less pronounced· as it would be for the weak. axis 
bending. 
The variation.of·?'esidual stl\esses released-c1c'.t'oss the thickness 
. . __ ... 
... 
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__ --,----, _ __,____ _______ ·- '. --- . ' 
.. 
- - ·- -·· --···- - --~ --------. --
'l.-<·. ·- ··-· • -- ----- • of the plate due to the slic~ng procedure .is.of a l~ge ~agnitude, only ~ _ . .,,_ 





. . . 
' ' as seen in Sect. 3.3. Except for these areas this·variation through the 
thickness of the pl.ate is not important. Consequently ·for column~ 
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~how a distinct diffeI'ence ~ . as· ~ou~q.. be the c~se fqr thick, . pelat~vely · 
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distribution. - ' - I 
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Figures 21 -and 22 indicate-\,,the· great influence of the manufacturing 
- .. • . ') .. 
• <b 
procedure .on the column strength~ 'that "is, for welded H shapes composed 
of universal-mill plates (plate specicien UM-2) and flame-cut plates.· 
The existence of compressive residual stresses at the edges of a 
univ~rsal-mill plate is detrimental as faI' as-coltimn strength is 
considered, when compared to the ~elded built-up shape with flame-cut 
plates of the s,ame size. The fabrication of built-up columns from ' 
· flame..:cut plates_ results in stronge_r columns, it is also economically 
. 
. feasible as well as technically _·possible by the use of motorized ga~try- , 
type burning machines which usually handles plates from 4 inches up to 15 
inches thick and up to 160 inches wide.< 2o)· ' 
. ---------·-- -----4• --
. . 
• These figUI'es, show clearly.also the favoI'able ·effect of the stress 
.. . -"~------ ---·-. --·- ~--··---~-·-- ......... -a-' 
--· -· 







' . I'elieving process on the strength of the, column-; however, such a pl"ocess 
is expensive and, in general, impossible for large;·--structural 
components •. · In any event, the absence ·of res~dual stress· is· .. the ·most 
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~Examination <;>f rigs .. -2_2 ,and 211- indicates·· that a~_slight : 
. . 
--- ------------·-·--· 
. . . 
. - . ~- -_._. •. -· --· ---•+ '- •'•. 
-difference exis-ts ·oetween: the column curves of the shapes built-up-. 
. ' 
. - .... - ~ .. ----~----.-·- .~-~-. - . - ----·-·· · .
.. 
·-· , .. 
with the plate specimens CW~l at"}.d CW-2. The. column-CUI'Ve for-specimen 
~/' 
. --·----------------· ... ------··--·-···--------------------- ~------------·----·-------- ·--- ----- ----------------=~- -~ --- ---------- ---
~ -- --·- --·-----·--·-------------" ·--.. --
· CW-1 is higher than the column curve foz, the shape built-up from the -
·- .. , ,_ 
-- - --~··--·-------·-----~·-.. ·-----
---·-·- -··----.---- ~~- - - ---
./ 
--·-· ·--· ·--·· --···----- _____ ~------- _ plate specimen CW-2. _ In other words, .the numbel" .... of-pa-sses. is _not a- - · - - -- -r 
• 
.._ ·-·. . . . . (5) 
_ . -- -- -- -·--. -------·--·· -----··-·-· :: .. ~- - ; eritica:,._ factor -in- pr,oducing residual· st~·es·ses ~ -·-·~As found "ana·lytica:ily-·"-k .. ------ ·---·---·-- · -- · ---
"' 
the major portion of the st!'es1ses a?'e caused by the ·first ,pass~ Also, 
· 'the influence of r~ducing the speed of welding, which was also a welding .. 




-------- --·· --·--- ----- ~----------------~----- --·-·--------- .. -.----·--·-~--~-------·-·--- -· ----- ·---l..---------~--. - --· -- ----~--•--,-__...11,...,l. ___ ·-
.. -'-- --- ~ --- --- ·---:r-·-- ----- . 
-.. condition imposed· on the specimen CW-2, _ is negligible; the chang_e 
expected theoraetic,ally in terms .of this welding condition· hcts proven to 
11 
------~ be-very_ small. ·--- -- -... --------------· ---------- - -- ---, 
. • 
.. ,..• 
Compar-ison of column curves in the case of tl)e we·ak axis bending 
• 
of the simulated b":lilt-up· section with P+ates -CW-1 and ,CW-3, -(reflecting 
the difference in pre-heating temperature, that is, 200°r and_4ooor), 
.- does not exhibit any significant variation ( see Figs. 22 and 24). - Thus, 
the effect of a vaI'iation in pre-heating temperature :EFom 200°F to . 
i ... 
400oF, has practically no influence as· far as the improvement of the 
strength· of ~he column is concerned~. From the standpqint of stresse$ 
the indication given ~y this study is that, it is not worthwhile to. 







. .. · ( 
• .· -;,~_----~-;:::-----.::~.:---.....,,-.,:-_ .-c: --··. factor invol~ed, and as ~~11 be pointed out in Sect. 5. 3, the 
.. ---·-··-·-·-- __ ___..._ ___ _ 
• .... .... ·1: -·---- --
______ ··--·- ._- ~~ .. mechanical properti~s of the material do not reveal a signif~cant- :·---------·-----··---·---·---~--. · 
·imvrovement. 
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___________ . ~- . _ ,s~ength b_etwe~n-~~ ~pe·cimeris _ designated as CW-1 · and cw~.'f is mo:rae 
' . . . 
_ . .;-· - .·,;:=.~~----~------
pI'onounced .. Specimen CW-1.pre-heated=uniformly diffe~s from specimen 
. 
•. 'It· 
--. _--'-,:'-~-, · ~,,. --· -ew.:.~ whiclr was--loca-3:lrpre-heated:; ·· · -nrts--points-0111:-tne FavOI'alile ·------.-----_-· -·- ·· 
• 
··-
-- -----. .... -- -- ··- ---
- ~ - ---------------- · - ·effect,of un~f:orm-pre-heating ·On column st_~el}~th. __ }efeITing_ 1;0 th~------~--- _____ _ 






welding prepaI'ation of specimen CW-4, it was reported above that the 
tI'ansition of ·the- pre-heating temperature between the loca_l heat-affected 
s • 
. ,/ 
zone at the welds and the edges~f the plate was not as impo~tant as 
/· 
________ . _ ..· __ . ~xpect~d. ii:h,is experimental informatiQn sugg~sts ·'that a _gI'eater . 
:., 
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variation in column strength may be expected in the case of.greater 
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A systematic investigation of the properties, through the . ' 




-' • - ---------,--·-=:!'_ ___ -- --- ,_ ---- --- ----
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-1... ·---- "--~- ·--- ________
__
 , ___ _ 
-·------
uncertainty as ~o how such pea1< of tensile stress can be greater than 
·• 
the~ield point o~ tp;e parent material. 
·-
!. :.·· .. 
Values of the static yield· stress, u1tiri1ate str-ess, · percent. 
. 
' 
elongation, and reduction of area, were obtained from_ te~sion tests on . 
small size specimens taken at different location of· the cross s.ection 
' 
' 
as represented in Fig. 25. Standard test specimens with an 8 in_ch gage 
r S 
length were also made to check the results of the small sizes tension 
. 







to those described in reference 21. All 2 inch gage· length specimen~ . -
were loaded similarly at two strain rates. Up to the onset of 
-·--~---~°'- - -· - . - ---
• 
.., 
strain-hardening---the--Pate--of straining was ·set up at 0.-18-'ipni and· in -the 
• 
·-·--~---~-~------~------ strain-hardening range the speed of load:ing was raised to 0.4~ ipm. 
-c~,c~.~c.,-~-~-.ML'. ___ --,...,-- c•, ·, The 2 inch gage length tensile specimens were taken.from. the' two-,-••-,----·--···--·· 






beat affected zones and·in the intermediary position. One specimen 
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- • The same distribution of. the tensile test specilllens ~ through t~e . j 




-Ii .: · 
::j; . . .-, CW-1, CW-2, CW-3, CW-4,
0
CW:=5.· Th~eference·number o:f.ci tensil~ ___ _ +----------- ------
. . ._. -· ·,·"' .. r·-" .... _ ..,, 
.• · thickness and along· the width· of. the cross _section. as indicated in ',.. · .. ------- .- - .. ·. > . 
· Fig. 25,. was kept· for· a11- _24" x 2" flat,ie-cut plates designated as AM-1, ... 
I• 
.. , 
r .. _ ~ Specimen is composed. of two digits which · ~l}dicate:;_ :the lO(l~tio11_9f t~_-_ --:--~--~~- -- 0
-----·--
i . 








- specimen in the, plate as deSCI'_~'.J?-~~ _it)~ Fig. 25 •... The-numbering was 
.... ---·------.. 
-- ~ - -- --·- . --- ··-· ·~~- __ : ___ -··· ,~ ·----_____ -__ -___ -,-._ -.---------" - -- - -- - --· _.. ........ - --- - ~-- -~- _ _._ ~---- ·- ---- -- ----- - -- -
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between -"position" and "level" is c.learly defined in Fig. 25 .• 
-·· ______ -7-.~___,.,..,..~----··--···--· 
·, 






·. 5:.2 ·PI'esentation of·the· Results 
· Complete information about the static ·yield. stress, modulus of 
elasticity, ultimate stres·s l:'ed~ction of area and percent elongation 
. 
. are given in Tables 5 th~ough 11. The average of the different 
0 





' computed· .because the cross sectional area was almost similar for all 
• specimens • , 
Figures· ~6, 27 and 28 show ·in: a· graph form and for each level, · the a• - - ---------...-• ..- - -,---~-·, - -.- • -
.. 
va,riati.on of the static yield ,stress and the. percent elongatio~ of the 
2 in·ch gag~ length tensile specimen for each plate. 
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.. - .... ~-,,,.,,---?·· ..,.-....................... _-·~"'~--: .. -·-·.-'- .... ~ • The discrepancy observed between the values of the yiel~·point of 
~ the material as given by the mill test report, Table 1, and the results . . 
.. 
.of te~sion tests carried out on,the same material as reported . . in Table 11, 
. 
. (21) is ~ainly due to the effec~ of the strain rate. . 
• 
' 
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.. '. .. --·- • .. __ - -•- .: 
• 
- .,.---- ·-
.. -.. - .... __ 
. _.-----;r: . 
. .-,. ... _, 
.- Fi;glµ'e 26 indicates ·.that, .for the._plate specimens CW-1, CW-2, 
CW-3, CW-4, the weld and~ pa!'t o~ the adjacent heat-affected bas~· 




. -· -- -- ... -· ......... . 
··_:·-2$-
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~. . . 
·--·--- - .· - -- -·-··- ---····---·----··-----
-~--- ~----tinaffected--bas-e---metal. ( tens-ion-· spe-cimen· ··11 )-. The tensi1e re_si<J,ua1---~--------"- . J •. 
.. . r' 




. ' . ' 
·-) the stress_ relieved specimen, is around 63 ksi (Table 4); the yield 
sb'ess of the material c6Q~aining a paz,t of the weld was found to be:·.-













. - ~ - I 
expeI'imentally loweI' than the -value previously given. This contra-
diction between the higher value of tensile residual-stress and the 
.• 
slightly .. lower yield point can be explained by the fact that the 
. . . 
C ·"' 
tension tests werepeI'fottmed· on'"a specimen w~ich did not contain the 
weld entirely_, whose yield ·point is higher · as seen in Table 2. 
Comparison. between Table 10, .whi~h ·rsununaI'izes the results of. the 
• I -•--
. 
tensile tests carried out on the specimens coming from the annealed 
. 
plate specimen CW-5, and Table 6 referring to a non-heat-treated pla~e 
. . . 
--~ 
--· ~ · --- ----- .. ~pecimen, point out the in~uence of the stress-relieving process on 
.. 
. . 
. - -· - ·-· ""!, ~ •. :• • 
. '" 
the mater~al properties. - '" 
There is, for, the stress-relieved specimen CW-5, an impo:r-tant 






, - •· --·. ---~-· - . 
• 
. ..,, ., __ --·--.... -, ------ing the. base metal and a part of the weld. Due to the stress-re~ieving _____ -~·-----~.'-- __ 
• 
. ' . 
/.· 
. . 
' .. ·, 
. -
p~ocess the base metal has a somewhat lower yield point, ·and.higher 
... 
• 
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,_ ··-- -- ___ 
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' 
a 
. _.J •I[ . • ·_ ., 
., . 
·• 
___ --~--. -_ - For the tensi.9n· specim~ns-;--·excluding. ·cw-s, whose 
locations are 
,-
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12 ,· 22 and· 32, _no signifi,cant ~ffect_ Qf _tbe heat transmitted from the.--
. 
. . 
- . steep ?."ate of cooling during the· flame-c\ltting or wel
din'g proces~ is .,- - -_ ., --
-~ 












: ! _ . . ~ noticed. In other-woras-tlie-·nigli- -_temper-
ature-·-gradi-en.~-----h-as--~enul.::yv--7 --ca:1;-'--------,.--_ __:___:____ 
tf =--.-" - •-. ~·-_ ,_-~ -. : iocaf -lri.:fluenCEi' on the maglii tude of re~idual stress. " -~ --- --~_____,,_ ~-~-- _ _, .· . 
-- I - -
- , .. 
'l ~ . _- -- ---------'-------- . --·:··~--- ···- --------· . .. .. -·- -- - . . -·-~- --··- -. ----- ----- ...... ·- . . . .. . ·_· .·· . . -. - ·----- ---. -- .. -- . --- . .. . . --- . . ... . -
. - ··-··-
- ~'-----'- ----- <--·-·-·--: -












The differences· · in mechanical properties ~f the parent -m
aterial, 
• 
for,- ·the tension· specimens s·ampled in the vicinity of
 the f l.atJ}e-cu~ 
-~----'---,--;--------:--......:_____-------;--. ~-e~dg-es- -such -as----13--, -23-.anci ---33--aPe- --less-
accen~ua~-ed-.- -- , -Only~___gpecimena_i_n.....__~----
.. 
. - ~·- - ...





-.-2- __ ·--· ---
. . ~--·- ----·-- -----
---· -- ·~-· ~ -- -
: 
. . . - . 
-· location 33 show c,1.early a higher static yield- poin
t than the parent 
plate material._ Probably, this is due _mainly to the fac
t that the . 





·· This fact has been -verified by observing the line marki
ngs produced by 
,, 
. 
the liquid particles in fusion on the cut face. - Referen
ce 23 notes 
.. . 
. 
very high values of _the Rockwell -hardness in the area. located in the 
immediat~ vicinity· of' the cutting flame. The differ·enc
e of the Rockwell 
haI'dness through the thickness is explained by the differ
ence of 
.. 
. --_-""-··--- ·- ... __ 
--
• 
microstructure of the cut face.-· This confirms the high 
magnitude of_ -----~--------
tensile stresses found in the heat-affected area. These
 deviations 
aI'e ceI'tainly more itnporatant than those experimentally 
observed. The 
-
size of the tension specim~n does not give a ,full indicatio
n of·the_ 
Ip 
mechanical prope~ties in the immediate vicinity of the 
flame-cut face. --- _ ----· 












Table ·s, for the te.st results_performed on ·specimen·A
M-1> does not 
indicate any sign~fi.cant variation of the mechanical -pro
pertie~ along 
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static yield point , holds true fo%' . . -
I ... 
.cL 
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-· .. 6. -·SUMMARY.AND CONCLUSIONS -
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j __ _ 
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- - --- ... -_ - _.~ ·-- - - - - - -- - ---- ----·-- - -
The investigation de.scribed ·in this thesis,· has been conceI'ned:--
------ - _l '·c-. ~. 
- . 
. with. the effect on residual-- s'tPesses -and- column st!'ength-of · th·e --- -- -----.....---- --- ·------ - ··--• ---= ----





welding condition, pre-heating, post-heating, temperature, numbeI' of.· 
• • 
.. -.-~ 
- • -- • -- --- , - •• - • • - -~-
- I . 
• 
'"" •"' 
· passes, sp~ed .. of welding. - The experimental work was carried out on 
. - 1 
24" x_ 2"- flame-cut and _universal~ill p~ates __ of A36 steel •. This study, -: 
') 
.was a part of a major I'esearch· program intended to deteFII1ine the .. 
b. •••• • 
:residual str~sses in·. thick welded plates and shapes and_ to rela~e this.· _ 
~o-the load ca?Tying capacity of compression members. 
-... 
In this thesis the influence of the welding conditions is studied 
. ,t:f .in· 'two sepa?'ate steps. . Fir~tly, the· evolution and· differences of the 
magnitude and distribution of the lo~gitudinal residual stresses have· 
been. investigated. Secondly t~e effect of ~hese d'iff~rent patterns of . 
residual stress on_the load-ca?Tying capacity of simulated column 
shapes built-up from flame-cut plates has been analyzed. Special 
attention is paid·to the va:t'iation of mechanical pI'operties of these . 
. 
-- -- ------- ---· - ·-- ·,- ·---. 
specimens subjected to different heat input dll!)ing thei!' fabrication.-! 
. 






• • - - ______ -"--~-•-a -nl' . .,., ____ -- J -- -
.. 
.. • •>•~~.-------·.-, ,-•- ; 0 -n -
,. 
,~ .. _ .. _._ .. -....... -~~-" -- --"'~--- - ---~-·..,·------ --
' . -(1) 
• 
.. • 
The ·vaI'iation of residual stI'esses across the thickness ______ . -- , 
of a plate was found to be significant in· the heat -----------------
• 
affected zone, but_in a region of 2" distant from the 







. ·: - greatly reduced. 
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Whatever ·the PI'. ~heating and welding .conditi.ons of~the-"~--. I - d .. 
p1ate, .the maxi um tensile ?'esidual stz,ess .created in·the· 
-
weld a:re'a I'eaches the_ yield· point of the w~ld material.. · 
--- -~~'--- ~--------
--
In those regions -of the paren~. material $ubj-ected to · a 
very steep gradient of cooling temperatuI'e, as in the case .· 
Qf cutting or welding prcicesses' it has been found that 
the r.es.idual tensile stresses in t~ose regions are. equal to 




_-t) - • 
-- . _________ ~---- ~-------- -
flame-cutting, which is higheI' that) the- yield point of the 
unaffected parent material • 
. A higher pre-heating tempeI'ature -of 400?.F, as. compared to ... 
the normal of 200°F, has.~o significant effect on the 
formation of residual stresses and consequently no ~eal 
. . improvement of the tangent·modulus load has·been observed. 
. \'," 
(5) Local pre-heating has been found to have unfavoz,able effect 
• 
cm the tangent modulus load. ~ 
. 
--
·· ·c 6) The sub-cl"i tical annealing has the effect of· reducing 
. 
~ considerably the magnitude of residual stresses tola 
·• 





- ·- ---- -- - . ----
parent ~aterial and the weld are also affected by this, 
heat treatment. Also a lower static yield and ultimate 
stress with an imp:rovemen~ in the ductility properties 
. --·-- . -·· 
-
- ~ . 
-
·------ ---_______.-4--- -~------- -
• 
were noticed.· 
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___________ __. __ - .--·- -~-.. ~...:::::=;::;..'-:;,;-:. .. ··. 
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n ~ (7) · For relatively~wide and.thin plates, the variation.of 
• longitudinal stresses through the thickness h~s 
~ •·' R •• ~. ,.--- ~ •• ••-:-··.-
. 
. 
· almost no influence o~ the tangent nio,dulus load. 
- ---- ·-- --- -- -
-----------·-·---------···-·---·· ----- .. 
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. - -- _,.... ________ _ 
_ (-·8) The tangent modulus· load·_ computed with :respect -to the \ 
:,f.' ·'. •.• ' ' 
weak axis bending is more sensitive to variations of 
welding conditions • . . ·. 
-(.9) The manufacture. and fabricatiorr ·.conditions play an 




of universal-mill plates have ·an unfavorable column curve: 
• 
· compared with the column curves computed for a. welded 
··built-up section made of flame~cut plates • 
. (10) The number of passes and the speed of welding have \, 
(11) 
almost no influence. on the' column strength of.welded~ 
1
, built-up sections. 
The weld and pa.rat of the adjacent heat. affected base 
metal, has a significantly .higher yield point, and 
slightly higher ultimate strength, whereas the ductility 
properties of the material are reduced compared to those 
of the base metal •. 
(12) Meaningful differences are observed for the mechanical 
· _properties between the tension specimens cut in the , 
--·---~·--·-. --, - --
··- ·----- ---· ~--~·--· ~- ----· -- ~ ~ ·---- --- -- -- ---- - ' 
'•' -. ~ . 
. . ,.,-: 
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vicinity of the flame-cut surface, and the tension 
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Table 1 Mill Report of Mechanical 
: -- . 
and Chemical Tests 
• . . "-, 
-.. ~:-.. . 
. .. ,·, 
, 








Flate Tensile Elongation C Kn -' p s s • 
. ------ -- ------- -- .1 ----- --- --· - --
----,---No. Point ····strengtn· ---~------ - - ·\:-.. ·----·-- ----·---- -- %-- -__ ----i--- -- ~----+-. -, 







--~-- --- .. -
---24 2 39 71 - 29 0 - - -- - .. .18 -.· 1.-00 ···- .012 -. 020 .25 .. X - -• .. ·.· - -
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(1) As given by a dynamic test· 
.(2) The gage length was 8 inches 
- ----~- -.....-·-·----- "'·--- --------
--···-----. 
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Ele.ctrode Tensile Strength · Yield Point Elongation·· 
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*Conforms·· to Test Requirements of. AWS-AS .• 1 & ASTM-A233. 
" ~. 
Low figur:'es · give the minimum AWS requ-irements of 'the 
-- --- : .. 
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. - .-.. -:-~--:::·-::-_.,___~,_.,.=.. ... ,....._. --·: ~----- •• as.:.welded material. 
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Fl~e-Cut Plates, A36 Steel 
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First pass Seconq. pass --
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-Plate 2011 X 11/2" 
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Fig. 13 Isostress Diagram of a Flame-Cut Plate 24" x 2" 
Center Welded-· Reference CW-1, (200°F Pr~heat, 2 Passes) 
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Fig. 14 Isostress ·Diagram of a Flame-Cut Plate 24" x 2" 
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Fig. 26 Static Yield 
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. . Preheat.ing temperature unequally distributed on the surf ace of the plate . 
. · ... · .. Close to the V-grooves a temperature within the -range of 240°r and 
~so·0r was recorded. NeaJ;1 the edges the te1nperature was within the 
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. STOPPING TIME . 
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• • Preheating temperature was recorded within the range of 4.oo0 r and 
425°F at the surface of the plate. The temperature was obtained 
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The local·preheating of ·the V-groov~s·was accomplished with a 
·. man_ual torch. - Before· welding the V-grooves were recroded at a · 
400°F. temperature and the edges of-the plate were.at 1so0 r. 
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Temperature recorded within the range -~f 200°F and 225°F; the 
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